Place Making
Complex System
Jerusalem
Place Making through the lens of Cities as a Complex System Theory:
a focus on Jerusalem

DAY 1 | MO N DAY TH E 26TH | 08: 3 0- 18: 00
Field trips in Jerusalem: Visiting 3 different neighborhoods:
The Eastern (Arab) City Center and the neighborhood of Wadi Joz
The Western (General) City Center - Ben Yehuda market and
Nachla'ot neighborhood

11:30 - 13:30 | The Western (General) City Center -

With Sivan Sharir (Community Planner), Roni Shiptalnik (Community
Worker) and Ella Gil (local Place Maker)
Who are the relevant stakeholders - citizens, pilgrims, tourist,
merchants? How Place Making allows to serve different agendas,

The Northern (Ultra Orthodox) City Center and the Bucharim

involving different space languages, while working at multiple

neighborhood

scales?

Meeting at each community center for short introduction about

Place Making projects as a physical bridging between City center

the neighborhood and about the projects - meeting the people

and the neighborhoods surrounding it.

in the field: place makers, community planners and activists,
Then we will walk together and visit the sites of the projects
and summarize each session with 20 minutes of reflection and

Transitory city dwellers - from few hours to few years (visitors,
workers, students) - are they part of the game? And how?
13:30 | Lunch Break at Ben Yehuda Market

feedback.
8:30 | Meeting at Wadi Joz community Center Beha-e-din St. Jerusalem

15:00-17:00 | The Northern (Ultra Orthodox) City Center - Sima Billilus

(not far from the American colony hotel)

St./Yisha’ayahu St. (not far from Ha-Davidka square) With Raaya Shilo
(Community Planner) and Ravid Peleg (local Place Maker)

Get together coffee - what is it all about?
Introduction about the project and the workshop
(Yaara - Emily - Hila)

Place Making and Pluralism Working with fragmented Communities at the Bucharim

9:00 -11:00 | The Eastern (Arab) City Center - Wadi Joz -

neighborhood, internal conflicts and different perspective of

With Ihab Zein (Community Planner) and Haya Mani (local Place

basic terms as “Public spaces” and “Common good”

Maker).

Is Place Making, as liberal methodology, relevant in working with

Focusing on: Place Making and Conflict

conservative and patriarchal societies? How to include different

Place Making as Mechanism to improve public spaces - turning the
conflictual energy into positive energy

set of values?
Compatible pluralism, how pragmatic interests locally applied at

Place Making as an alternative mechanism to bridging
and communicating between the authorities and the local

different scales can support integration, even in the presence of
multiple worldviews.
17:30 | Afternoon coffee - Summarizing the day

communities
Place making as a mechanism to move across layers of hierarchy,
from institutional authority to interaction among individuals.

D a y 2 | Tu e s day th e 27 th | 08: 3 0- 17 : 3 0
From field to theory and from theory to field - Place Making through the lens of CAS (Complex Adaptive Systems) Theory
Moderated by Dr. Yodan Rofe & Arch Yaara Rosner-Manor
8:30 | Meeting at Beit Viner 1 Einayim LaMishpat St. (next to Lev Ha-ir

Round Tables - Per Neighborhood - from theory to field. What

community Center)

does it mean - professionally - what can we learn from the

Get together coffee - what is it all about?
9:00 | Opening - Dr. Nurit Alfassi - Cities as complex systems
9:30 | Part 1 - From Theory to Field

Dr. Sayfan Borghini - Mechanisms of complex Adaptive systems - a

theory to frame our work? To influence our work? To change our
work?
30 min

Summarizing - general discussion
15 min

mutual vocabulary

13:00 | Picnic Lunch at Beit-Viner

Dr. Bietska Bootska - The Art of creating consistency: Planning

14:00 | Part 2 - From field to theory

Strategies in the age of active citizenship
About 30 min + 15 min questions and discussion each

11:00 | Coffee Break

Dr Yodan Rofe' - Diagnosis as a base for future intervention feeling maps, and generative planning
Dr. Paulo Silva - Place Making and Tactical Urbanism

11:30 | Work shop - Thinking about the three city centers through the

about 30 min + 15 min questions and discussion each

lens of cities as complex systems / In mixed groups (academics and

15:30 | Closing Discussion - Threads connecting Field to Theory &

professionals)

Theory to Field

General discussion - What did we see and think? questions including an opportunity to ask the local and professional
people questions
20-30 min

17:00 | Summarizing the day

